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Case Study for INDIA’s top Mutual Fund Company
The Challenges
Mutual Fund companies handle several heavy transaction in a day The whole business depends
upon these transactions. And the RM,RH,investors-companies and individuals,
brokers,distributors and different banks are involved in the process.
In order to identify the transaction details from an investor in Mutual fund account, track them
on a timely basis (ie before 3PM everyday) and provide them Credit confirmation defined
process needs to be followed which includes:
Bank Statements downloads from different banks . Process of email and fax transactions
confirmation by giving confirmation in terms of timestamp. Inflow outflow
/transactions/Trigger and other reports
This whole process of checking the daily transactions, checking the credits is done manually in
most of the Mutual Fund companies.

Our offerings:
Digital Transaction System is a utility that handles all the transaction processing occurring in
mutual fund companies. DTS works on daily basis and handles all the transaction related data
DTS ensures that every transaction is taken care and logged into system.
To reduce this cumbersome and repeated manual work, we have developed a solution called
Digital Transaction System (DTS) for Mutual Fund companies.
DTS application flow:
 Download bank statements
 Transaction confirmations
 Time stamping for Email, FAX transactions
 Unregistered transactions process
 Credit Confirmations
 Customer Masters and POC Mappings
 Reports-Inflow/Outflow, Transactions and many more

About Us
Introduction
As an emerging technology agency, we at Cylsys create breakthrough products and portfolio of
services that are exquisite and eminent to our customers.
As an emerging technology agency, we at Cylsys create breakthrough products and portfolio of
services that are exquisite and eminent to our customers. Placing foot in diverse areas of
services, we are top among the mounting mobile app development agencies in the nation. With
an experience for more than three years, we are engaged in delivering innovative service to our
customers through our spot-on mobile solutions.
Our sturdy in-house software geeks and project managers have encrypted a successful team of
vibrant employees, who are committed in bringing mobile solutions through Conceptualization,
Agile Development, User Experience, Security and testing.
Endowing you with a goof proof triumph app, Cylsys shapes a very stout basis in testing the
infrastructure that tracks each and every version of the app.
Appended with usability testing and load testing; we bestow a blended slant to our mobile
solutions. Cylsys stands erect in delivering the best to its clientele. And is a gateway to mobile
resolution.
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Our Clients
We have worked with the following clients on different modules based on the requirements.
I do hope that this information will help you gain a clear idea of what we can offer, and that we
can become a recognized vendor for your organization.
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